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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X= G/K be a symmetric space of the noncompact type of dimension 
n and rank 1. In the tangent space X, to X at the origin o = {K) there is 
singled out an n-dimensional family E0 of (n - /)-dimensional afline planes, 
the horocycle planes. They are permuted transitively by the Cartan motion 
group G, which is generated by the isotropy action of K on X,, and the 
translations in X,. The Radon transform for the pair (X,, EO) (the flat 
horocycle transform) associates to a function ,f on X, the function p on 2, 
given by 
dm being the Euclidean measure on 5. Using the Fourier transform on X, 
the transform (1.1) can readily be inverted as shown by Gindikin in [ 11. 
In this paper we prove a support theorem for (1.1) and determine ranges 
for (1.1) and its dual transform. The principal tools are the tangent space 
analysis in [7] and some new results on the Fourier transform on X,, 
established in Section 3. 
A transform generalizing (1.1) (replacing dm by a rotation-invariant 
measure) has been considered by Orloff [ 131. He obtained support and 
invertibility results for the case when the rank I is 1. 
If V is a finite-dimensional vector space, V* denotes its dual and S(V), 
S( V*) the corresponding symmetric algebras, Y’(V) the space of rapidly 
decreasing functions on V, and Y’( V) the corresponding space of tempered 
distributions. If X is a manifold we write 9(X)= C:(X), 8(X)= C”(X) 
(complex-valued functions), and 9’(X) (resp. a’(X)) for the space of 
distributions on X (resp. distributions of compact support). If Cc X is a 
compact subset, 9+-(X) denotes the set off E 9(X) with support contained 
in C. 
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If g is a diffeomorphism of X we put for ,f~ &(X), TE W(X), and D an 
operator on a(X): 
j&f,-g-1, T”(d)= T(d’ -‘), D’f’= (D(,f: g)),‘g-‘. 
If X is a metric space B,(p) denotes the open ball in X with center p and 
radius r. The action of g on X will generally be denoted g. s (s E X). The 
adjoint representation of a Lie group will generally be denoted Ad, but we 
shall often write g Y for Ad( g)( Y). 
2. THE FLAT HOROCYCLE TRANSFORM 
Let X= G/K be a symmetric space of the noncompact type, G being a 
connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a 
maximal compact subgroup. Let o denote the origin {K] and X, the 
tangent space to X at o. For g E G let z(g) denote the translation 
hK --+ ghK. Then if k E K, the differential d?(k), maps X, onto itself. Let G,, 
denote the group of afline transformations of X, generated by all the 
translations T,: Z + Z + Y of X, ( YE X,) and the linear transformations 
dz(k),, kE K. Then X, = G,,/dz(K), which we write as X, = GJK for 
simplicity. 
Let G = KAN, g = f + a + n be Iwasawa decompositions of G and of its 
Lie algebra g. Let p be the orthogonal complement off in g, relative to the 
Killing form B of g. Then a is a maximal abelian subspace of p and we 
denote by q its orthogonal complement in p. Thus we have the orthogonal 
decompositions 
Fl=f+p, p=a+q. (2.1) 
Under the natural isomorphisms 
X, = (G/K), = (G. oh, z s/f = P (2.2) 
we have, by restriction, 
(A.o),,=:a, (N.o),,zq (2.3) 
because the manifolds A . o and N . o are orthogonal in o. Since q is thus 
identified with the tangent space to the horocycle N. o in o and since the 
horocycles in X are permuted transitively by G we are led to the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION. A horocycle plane in p is the image g q of q under some 
gEG,>. 
Let .?-, denote the manifold of all horocycle planes. Each r E E, has a 
natural measure dm induced by B. Also if g E G, is such that g . q contains 
OthenifZEqissuchthatg.Z=OsogT,=kEKwehaveg.q=kqwhere 
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k E K. Thus K acts transitively on the set b of horocycle planes through 0. 
The Haar measure on K thus induces a normalized invariant measure on 
b and more generally such a measure dp on each set 
I’= {tEz<,: YEfg, YE p. (2.4) 
For the spaces X, and Z<, both of which are homogeneous spaces of G,, we 
can now define the Radon transform f -+ f and its dual 4 + 6, 
.A 5 I= j. f( Y) dm( Y), (2.5) 
&Y)= j”$(6M). (2.6) 
Y 
In this paper we prove an inversion formula for (2.5) (Theorem 5.1), a 
support theorem (Theorem 6.1), and range theorems for (2.5) and (2.6) as 
well as for the extension of the former to compactly supported distributions 
on X, (Theorems 7.3, 7.4, and Corollary 7.5). 
The principal tool in the proofs is a detailed study of the Fourier 
transform on p when expressed according to the polar coordinate 
decomposition of p, 
(H, kM) -+ Ad(k)H (Hea+, kEK). (2.7) 
Here M denotes the centralizer of a in K, and a + is the positive Weyl 
chamber corresponding to the ordering given by n. 
Also let M’ denote the normalizer of A in K and W = M’/M the Weyl 
group which acts on A, a, the dual a*, and its complexification a:. We 
sometimes write B for the left coset space K/M. 
The Killing form of g is also denoted by B; it includes a norm 1 1 on p, 
a, and a* and a distance d on p given by d(X, Y) = IX- Y(. It also induces 
Euclidean measures on A, a, and a*. Multiplying these by (27~)“’ we get 
measures da, dH, and d,l for which the Fourier inversion formula holds 
without multiplicative constants. 
3. A PALEY-WIENER THEOREM FOR THE 
TANGENT SPACE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
DEFINITION. A C” function +(A, 6) on a: x B, holomorphic in 11, is 
called a holomorphic function of uniform exponential type if there exists a 
constant A B 0 such that for each NE Z +, 
sup eeA ‘Im ‘I( 1 + I;11 “) [$(A, b)l < co. 
iea;,bsB 
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Let X(a* x KJM) denote the space of all such functions. In [IS] we 
proved that as f runs through B(R” ) the Fourier transform in polar 
coordinate form 
runs through the space of functions ~EX(R x S” ‘) satisfying the 
condition: 
For euch k E Z + and each isotropic’ r:ector a E C” the ftlnctiorr 
is even and fzolornorptrie olz C. 
Here a EC” is isotropic if af + . ..a. = 0. We shall now extend this 
theorem to Q(p) relative to the “polar coordinate decomposition” 
(H,kM)+Ad(k)H (HEu+,~EK). 
For 3, E a: let A, E a, be determined by B(H, A ,.) = i(H) (HE a) and 
write the Fourier transform 
f( I’)= i ,f(X)e-‘B’~Y,Y)dX 
‘P 
in the form 
,T(k.A;)=j f(X)e-B’k-.4,,x)dx, 
P 
(3.1) 
For the applications to the Radon transform (2.4) we wish to characterize 
the space of functions &,I, kM) =f(k “4,) on a: x K/M asfruns through 
9(p). We require some notation. 
Let i? denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary 
representations 6 of K and kM the set of 6 E I? such that 6(M) has a 
nonzero fixed vector. Let V, be the representation space of 6 (with 
inner product ( , )) and P’r c V, the set of vectors fixed under 6(M). 
Let tl,, . . . . udc6, be a basis of Vd such that tll, . . . . o,,~) is a basis of Vf. 
Corresponding to (2.1) we have the direct decomposition of the symmetric 
algebra, 
and we let j- jp denote the corresponding projection of S(g) onto S(a). 
Let H(p*) c S(p*) and H(p) c S(p) denote the subspaces of K-harmonic 
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polynomials. Under the adjoint action of K on p (resp. coadjoint action of 
K on p*) let S,(p), H,(p) (resp. S,(p*), H,?(p*)) be the subspaces of 
elements of type 6. The bijection of p onto p* (by means of B) extends to 
an isomorphism of S,(p) onto S,(p*). If PE S(p) then the differential 
operator a(p) satisfies ?(Ad(k) p) = d( P)*~‘“’ (k E K). As shown by 
Kostant and Rallis [12] the space H,(p) decomposes into l(6) irreducible 
subspaces on which the representation Ad is equivalent to 6. Thus the 
space E,=Hom,(V/,, H,(p)) of linear K-maps of V, into H,(p) has 
dimension l(6). Let E,, . . . . E[,~, be a basis of E, and for 1. E a$ consider the 
I(S) x1(6) matrix 
J”@),, = jwq -i].), (3.2) 
Let C? denote the representation of K which is contragredient to 6. 
THEOREM 3.1. The range G?(p) - oj’ 9(p) under the Fourier transform 
(3.1) is the set of functions &A, kM) on a: x K/M satisfying: 
(i) 4 E .~?(a* x K/M). 
(ii) For each 6 E I?,, the function 
I. + J”(i)-’ j” &i, kM) &k-l, dk 
K 
is W-invariant and holomorphic on a:. 
First we prove a simple lemma relating the Radon and the Fourier 
transform. 
LEMMA 3.1. LetfEL’(p)andkEK. ThenforeachAEa* 
y(k.A,)=c,{ f(k.(H+q))ep”‘H’dH (c,=const.). 
(I 
ProoJ We have 
f(k.A,)=f f(X)ep'B'k'Ai.X)dX 
v 
= 
.r 
f(k.Z)e-‘B’Ai.Zl & 
P 
= Cc, is f(k . (ff + Q)) e -‘B’A~.Hl dfj dQ, a 4 
proving the lemma. 
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The distance from 0 to the horocycle plane h-. (H+ q) is IHJ so if 
f~9(p) then the classical Paley-Wiener theorem implies that the function 
(i, kM) -+&k .A;,) b e ongs 1 to Y(a* x K/M). To verify condition (ii) 
consider first the polar coordinate integration formula 
j F(x) dx= c (.‘^, F(Ad(k) H) elk w(H) CM, ! FE C, (P 1, (3.3) P _ (1 _ 
where the density Q is given by 
o(H)=c n a(Hy+ 
xtz. 
where Z+ is the set of positive roots of 
referring to the chosen n above. Next we 
function 
(c = const. ), (3.4) 
g with respect to a, positivity 
consider the generalized Bessel 
Then, using (3.1) we have 
(3.5) 
.r.r (k,A,)G(k ‘ dk K 
= i‘ pf(x) ul,.,(x)* dX 
zz 
i i?: 
f(k.H) Yl,JH)* 6(k-‘) dk w(H) dH. (3.6) 
o- K > 
In [7, Theorem 4.61 we proved that 
bJ”(i.)- (Y,,(H))* 
is holomorphic on a: and W-invariant. By (3.5) this verities condition (ii). 
On the other hand, suppose C$ satisfies (i) and (ii). We definef by 
f(x) = c dk,,, jfl* #(3., kM) eiack..4;..Y’w(/2.) dj", (3.7) 
K/M c 
where w(2) =m(Aj.) and a*, corresponds to a+ under the map 3. -+ A,.. 
Here we decompose by the Peter-Weyl theorem 
#(j-, kM)= 1 d(b) Tr(dJ(r3) 6(k)), 
b E i-,,, 
(3.8) 
607,‘91 .?-7 
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where 
d,(i) =i‘, q5(lv, kM) S(k-‘) dk. 
We substitute (3.8) into (3.7) and invoke (3.5). Then we obtain 
(3.9) 
For s E W let m, E M’ be a representative. A routine computation involving 
the formulas 
J 
'ms'P=m,.(jP), El(h(k)u)=k.q(u) 
proves that 
J"(si)=6(m,)P(A). (3.10) 
Condition (ii) implies therefore 
c,h(s~‘~, km,M)=cj(i, kM) (3.11) 
so 
4&4 = +.J 4&V. (3.12) 
Also Y&X) = lu,,,(X) S(msp’ ) and (3.4) shows that lo(L)1 is Weyl group 
invariant. Thus (3.9) can also be written 
f(X) = I WI -’ 1 46) j Tr($6(i) yu,,(X)) b(n)1 4 (3.13) 
6ERM a* 
where 1 WI is the order of the Weyl group. By (ii) J’(n)-’ b,(L) is 
W-invariant and holomorphic of exponential type R (the exponential type 
of d) so by Theorem 5.1 in [7], da(i) is the generalized Bessel transform 
F6(n) of the function 
of support in the ball 1x1 <R in p. Thus by (3.13), f Ed. The inversion 
formula and (3.7) now show that d(n, kM) is a constant multiple of 
T(k . A j.). This concludes the proof. 
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4. THE FLAT HOROCYCLE SPACE 
By definition, each g E G, has the form g. X= Ad(k,)(X, + X) (XE p) for 
some tixed X, E p, k, E K. By (2.1) each 5 E Z0 can thus be written 
[ = Ad(k)(H + q )q keK, HECL (4.1) 
Let M’q denote the group of aftine transformations X-t Ad(m’)( Y + X) of 
p with m’ E M’ and YE q. Since Ad(m’)q c q, M’q is indeed a group. 
Let (K/Mx a),,, denote the product K/Mx a with the equivalence 
relation 
(k,M, H,)-(kzM, Hz) 
if H2 = s ‘H, , kz = k, m, where s E W and m,, E M’ is a representative of s. 
We often write k . X= Ad(k) f X for short. The following lemma is 
essentially given in Orloff [ 131. 
LEMMA 4.1. (i ) M’q is the subgroup of G,, leaving q invariant so 
7 = GJM’q. -0 
(ii) The mapping (kM, H) -+ Ad(k)(H + q) induces a bijection 
(K/Mx a)..-Z”,, 
Proof: (i) If g . q = q then g .O = Y, E q so the transformation 
X-+ -Y,+g.X(XEp)isanelementkEKandk.q=q.Hencek.a=aso 
k E M’ whence g E M’q. 
(ii) By (4.1) it is clear that (kM, H) -+Ad(k)(H+q) induces a 
well-defined mapping of (K/Mx a),. onto Z-,. For injectivity suppose 
Ad(k,)(H, + q) = Ad(k,)(H, + q). Since Hi is the point in Hi+ q closest to 
the origin we deduce Ad(k,) H, = Ad(k,) H, so Ad(k,)q = Ad(k,)q so by 
(i) k, = k,m, for some SE W. This proves (ii). 
The transforms (2.5), (2.6) are thus the Radon transforms (in the sense 
of [4]) for the double fibration, 
G,,IM’ 
/ \ 
xc, = GoIK z = GJM’q - 0 
which is a flat analog of the double fibration 
(4.2) 
GIM 
i \ (4.3) 
X= G/K Z = GJMN 
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and our Theorems 6.1, 7.1, 7.2, 7.4, 7.5 are analogous to the corresponding 
results for (4.3) [S; 8; 9; 10, Prop. 4.41. The proofs are, however, quite dif- 
ferent because the main results of the spherical function theory so crucial 
for (4.3) are not available for (4.2) (cf. [7, Introduction]). 
Because of the identification (K/M x a),+, = E0 it is convenient to view 
functions 4 on ZCj as functions on K/M x a satisfying q3(s-‘H, km,K) = 
&H, kK) (s E W). The functions 
(H,kM)-&W+q)), (A, kM) +y(k. A,) (4.4) 
satisfy these invariance conditions. 
We consider now the Signum function for C+ defined by 
sgn,(~) = d~)ll4~)l, Lea*, (4.5) 
where, by definition, the value is 1 if o(A) = 0. Then sgn, is a tempered 
distribution on a*. We then define the “Hilbert transform” & as the 
convolution operator with the Fourier transform of sgn, on a, i.e., 
(&F)* (A) = sgn,(i) F*(%), FE Y(a). (4.6) 
Viewing the vector A, E a (a E C+ ) as a differential operator on a we define 
A,c,4 for ~EY(Z~,) by 
(A,d)(H, kM)= 
( 
=%z n Arz 
ISLY+ > 
(d(K kM)L HEa, (4.7) 
H 
where the subscript H indicates the argument on which the operator 
operates. Then by (4.5) and (4.6), 
(A,#)* (4 kW = b(A)1 d*G, kW ip (4.8) 
(with p=C,, r+ m, ). Since the invariance condition Ic/(s-‘H, km,M) - 
$(H, kM) implies $*(sp’l., km,vM) E $*(A, kM) we deduce from (4.8) that 
(44)W’H, km,H) = (A,4)(K kM) (4.9) 
so A,4 is a function on Z0 
5. THE INVERSION FORMULA 
By combining Lemma 3.1 with the Fourier inversion formula on p it is 
easy to invert the Radon transform (2.5). 
THEOREM 5.1. The Radon transform 
f(t)=~F/(Y)dm(Y), 5eEc, 
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is inverted bJ> the formula 
.f=cV,fK fey> 
where c is a constant independent off 
Prooj: We have by classical Fourier transform theory 
(5.1) 
f(O)=c, j 8Y)dK (c, = (27c-d’“‘“‘), 
P 
which by (3.3) can be written 
.fK’)=czj dk,,j fW;.MWi. (cz = const.) 
K/M 0: 
so by the Weyl group invariance of lw(i.)l and (4.4) 
I WI f(O)=c, J dk,, j S(kAj.1 l~(i)l d2. 
K! .&I Cl* 
Using Lemma 3.1 we thus obtain 
.f(0)=cjj 
KIM 
dk.,S 
0 * 
/CO(~)/ di/ f(k~(H+q))e~‘“‘“‘dH 
a 
so by (4.8), 
f(O)=c,j 
K/h4 
dkbfj d/is (/l,,~)(H,kM)e~‘“‘H’dH. 
a* a 
Using the Fourier inversion formula on a we thus find 
f(O) = c jK ic, (4f)CO, kW dk,. 
i 
Here the c’s are constants independent off: Bringing in the dual transform 
(2.6) the last formula is 
f(O) = cV,f) v (0). (5.2) 
Since the operators f -+ f and /i u are translation-invariant, (5.2) implies the 
theorem. 
Remark. A formula similar to (5.1) but differing in some details is given 
by Gindikin in [ 11. 
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6. THE SUPPORT THEOREM 
Let f E Y(R”) and 0 < d< n. It is known [3] that iff has integral 0 over 
each d-dimensional plane outside a fixed ball B then f vanishes identically 
outside B. This amounts to an assumption on an (n - d)(d+ 1 )-dimen- 
sional family of d-planes. 
We shall now prove a stronger version of this result in the case of 
horocycle planes in p. Here the assumption is made for just an n-dimen- 
sional family of d-planes (n = dim p, d = dim q). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let f~ 9(p) and assume 
f(t)=0 for [eEo, with d(O,[)>R. (6.1) 
Then 
f(Y)=0 fir Yep, IYI>R. 
ProojI We shall use Fourier transform theory of K-finite functions on p 
as developed in [7]. If 6 E K,,,, we put for fE d(p), 4 E &(E,) 
f”(X)=d(d) j” f(k.X) 6(k-‘)dk, 
K 
(6.2) 
and 
(f”)^ (5) = [ f’(X) dm(J?, f EmPI. (6.3) 
5 
Then by (6.2) 
m h = tf,“, f EYP(P). (6.4) 
Let 8 denote the representation of K, contragredient to 6, and let 9$(p) 
denote the space of K-finite functions in 9(p) of type 8. Also let 
9”(p) = {FE 9(p, Hom( V,, Va)) : F(k .X) = 6(k) F(X)} (6.5) 
and consider S&(p) and 9’(p) with the relative topologies. Then the 
mapping 
KU -, W%U) (6.6) 
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is a homeomorphism of g’“(p) onto Q&(p) and the inverse if given by 
f -+ f" [6, Sect. 31. We define the spaces Y&(p) and Y”(p) in the same way. 
The generalized Bessel transform off E ,Y$( p ) is defined by 
(6.7 1 
for all Ida,* for which the integral converges. Then we have from 
Lemma 3.1, 
,~(r,=c,,/ (f")^ (H+q)ep”“H’dH. (6.8) 
a 
Suppose f EY)(P) satisfies (6.1). Note that if < = k. (H+ q) then 
d(0, t) = IHI. By the vector-valued PeterWeyl theorem, 
f= 1 Tr(f”) 
risk,, 
(6.9) 
and by (6.6), the function F6 = Tr(f “) belongs to Y$(p) and (F,)” = f". 
Also 
(f")" (t)=d(@j-/k+S(k-‘)dk=O for d(0, t)>R (6.10) 
and by (6.8) 
(F6)- (J.)=c,j (f")^ (H+q)e-‘“‘“‘dH. (6.11) 
a 
Thus Fa belongs to the space X(a*, Hom( V,, Vy)) of holomorphic func- 
tions on a: of exponential type with values in Hom( Va, V,“). By (6.10), 
(6.11), Fd has exponential type R. In addition we know from [7, 
Theorem 5.31 that the function 1 -+ J’(i))’ Fa(A) is smooth on the real 
space a* and W-invariant. We now write 
?(A-‘=det(.J’(ll)))’ J,(i), (6.12) 
where (J,(E,),) is the matrix formed by the cofactors in (Js(n)ji). The entries 
of J,.(n) being polynomials in 2 the function II + J,.(A) F&;,(n) is holomorphic 
of exponential type on all of a,*. Also by Lemma 4.5 in [7], det(J’(1)) is 
a product of linear factors. Now it is obvious that if F(z) is holomorphic 
on C and x-‘F(x) is smooth on R then z-‘F(z) is holomorphic on C. Thus 
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by the above A -+ J”(i) ~ r FJi”) is holomorphic on a,* and of exponential 
type R. Thus by Theorem 5.1 in [7] F, vanishes outside the ball 1 YI 6 R 
and by (6.9) the same holds forf: This proves the theorem. 
7. THE RANGES 
Let 6 E gM and fix an orthonormal basis u,, . . . . udCs, of V” such that 
u, ) . . . . II,(~) span Vy. Assigning to u E V, the linear form c”: M‘ -+ (it’, u) on 
V6 we get a conjugate-linear bijection t’ + u’ of Vh onto P’/a. We define the 
inner product ( , ) on V, by (II’, IV’) = (w, ~1). Then tl: (1 < i< d(6)) is an 
orthonormal basis of V, with II; (1 6 j< l(6)) spanning I/f. 
We define now the matrix J”(D) with constant-coefficient differential 
operator entries on a by 
(J”(D),F)(H) = j”* J’(i),F*(%) ef’(H’ d2.. (7.1) 
Viewing a function @E B(a, Hom( V,, VP)) as l(6) x d(6) matrix-valued we 
have 
(7.2) 
THEOREM 7.1. The range g&p) h consists of the functions 
&k. (H+ 4)) = Tr(J(kNJ”(D) ‘V(W). 
where YE 9(a, Hom( I/,, V,“)) is W-invariant. 
(7.3 1 
Proof From Theorem 5.1 in [7], already used, we know that asfruns 
through g&(p) the functions y(2) in (6.8) exhaust the space JbsS(a*) 
where r’(a*) is the space of W-invariants in X(a*, Hom( V,, Vy)). Thus 
by (6.8) the functions (f”) h 1 a run through the space of functions J’(D) Y, 
where ‘PE CS(a, Hom( V,, Vy)) is W-invariant. On the other hand, by the 
analog of (6.6) for E,, combined with (6.4), we have 
f=Tr(f”)=Tr((f&)^) 
so 
f(k.(H+q))=Tr((f”)^ (k.(ff+q))) 
= WW)U?” (ff + q)), 
and this proves the result. 
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Next we describe the kernel I 4 of the dual transform 4 --t 4 of &(zO) into 
8(p). Let 1 t; denote the set of 4 E L 1. of type 6. A vector-valued function 
[ on a will be called W-odd if C, E ,,, i‘ = 0. We have clearly 
( is W-odd 0 c i(H) $(H) CM=0 (7.4 1 - 0 
for all W-invariant * E P(a). 
THEOREM 1.2. . “, Let b E k,4,. The space L $6 then consists oj‘ the functions 
i(k.(H+q))=Tr(&k)Z(H)). 
tvhere Z E 8( a, Hom( V,?, Vi:) ) and the jitnction 
‘P(D)* z on a 
is W-odd. 
Here ‘A denotes the transpose of a matrix A and ij” A has differential 
operator entries, (A*),, = (A,)*, star denoting adjoint. 
Proof By general theory the transforms (2.5), (2.6) are adjoint of each 
other, i.e., 
(7.5) 
where d< is a G,-invariant measure on 3,. In the parametrization of 
Lemma 4.l(ii) d< is a constant multiple of dH dk,k,. In the bilinear form 
( , ) on g(E,,) x k(z,) given by 
we see from (7.5) that, I denoting annihilator, 
,1”= (L?(p)n)l. (7.7) 
On the other hand, the orthogonality relations on K show that 
(52$(5,)), cg~,,) =o (7.8) 
for all 71 E R, not equivalent to 6. Consequently, by (7.6) 
itt”,(so):J- 1(5)d(i’)d4=Ofor~E~~j(P)/‘ . (7.9) 
=,, 
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Writing (7.3) out in matrix form we have 
where we have taken into account the fact that Y(H) maps I’, into Vf. 
Writing [ E %,l’i n the form 
i(k. (H+ 9)) = Tr(&) Z(H)) (7.11) 
we have Tr(&k) s(m) Z(H)) = Tr(&k) Z(H)) for me A4 so by the 
irreducibility of 8, 8(m) Z(H) = Z(H), in other words 
Z E &(a, Hom( V,, V,“‘)). 
Since S(k), = (6(k),)) expression (7.11) equals 
Hence, by (7.3) and (7.8) and the orthogonality relations we get (1 Q i 6 
d(d), 1 <j< l(6)) 
g S, ic, (J;k(o) y!sJ(ff) Zji(H) dH=O. 
This amounts to 
z ja Vl,i(H)(‘J”(D)* Z)/ci (H) dH=O (7.12) 
and the !Pki are arbitrary IV-invariants in g(a). In view of (7.4) this implies 
the statement of the theorem. 
THEOREM 7.3. In terms of the bilinear form ( , ) on 9(Z,) x b(Z”,), 
9(p)^ = Jvi (annihilator in 9(.5:,)). (7.13) 
In particular, 9(p) A is a closed subspace of 9(ZO). 
Proof. Relation (7.9) can be written 
-~=c%w)L (annihilator in g6(S,)). (7.14) 
If L is a constant-coefficient differential operator on R” then as a well- 
known consequence of the existence of a fundamental solution for L we 
have that the subspace LQ(R”) is closed in g(R”). Thus by Theorem 7.1, 
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~@$(p)^ is a closed subspace of gJ(ZO) and therefore equals its double 
annihilator in &&EO). Hence by (7.14). 
Qg(p)^ = (..+g’ (annihilator in gJ(ZO)). (7.15) 
The inclusion c in (7.13) being obvious, let 4 E ,+-‘. Consider the decom- 
position 
4= c d(~)(xn*dL (7.16) 
‘5 E k,, 
where 
d(6)(~n*~)(H,kM)=d(6)S qW,ukM)~W’)du 
K 
= Tr(#6(H, km)) 
with 4” as in (6.2). The function 
46) xa * d (7.17) 
belongs to (A,)’ =B$(p)^ so by Theorem 7.1, 
4Wxs * d)(H, kW = Tr(W)(J’P) W(ff)), 
where ‘YE B(a, Hom( I/,, V,“‘)) is W-invariant. This means that 
Tr(d(k)d(d){ ~(H,uM)6(u~‘)du)=Tr(G(k)J”(D)Y) 
K 
so @(I!& eM) = (J’(D) Y)(H) and 
fp(H, kM) = S(k)(JQ) Y)(H). (7.18) 
Putting 
$*(I., kM)=I qS(H, kM)ep”i’H’dH (7.19) 
a 
we obtain from (7.18) 
d(6) I 
K 
d*(A, kM) 6(k-‘) dk = !” (J’(D) Y)(H) epiicH’ dH 
= P(i) 9(A). 
Now Theorem 3.1 shows that 
4*(k kM) =f(k .A,) 
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for some f~ Q(p). Then (7.19) and Lemma 3.1 show that p is a constant 
multiple of 4. Hence 4 E 9(p) h and the theorem is proved. 
Next we have to extend this theorem to distributions. If TE 8’(p) its 
Radon transform p is defined by 
fb$, = T(6), qs E s?(Z(,). (7.20) 
This definition is motivated by (7.5). Suppose T has support inside the ball 
B,(O). If 4(H, kM) = 0 for IHI d R and all k E K then J(Y) = 0 for 1 YI < R 
so F(4) = 0. Thus FE &‘(Z”,). 
THEOREM 7.4. The range a’(p) A is given by 
&‘(p)^ = {cEa’(zJ :qGy’)=o}. (7.21) 
Proof: If we combine the inversion formula (5.1) with (7.5) we obtain 
the Plancherel formula 
We shall use this, the support theorem, and (7.13) to prove Theorem 7.4. 
The inclusion c in (7.21) being obvious suppose now C E S’(Z-,) satisfies 
C(A’) = 0. Motivated by (7.22) we define the distribution S on p by 
w-I= cW,f), f E 9!(P). (7.23) 
We shall show that S has compact support and that ,!? = C. For FE 9(G,) 
we define OE~‘(.?-,) by 
44) = 1 F(g) C’-‘(d) & (7.24) 
G” 
where dg is a Haar measure on G,. Clearly r~ has compact support. 
Consider the map FE 9(G,) -+ FE 9(E”,) where 
p(gH)=/ F(gh)dh 
N 
with H= M’q. Let YE g’(E,) + P’E g(G,) denote the adjoint. Select 
@E g(G,) such that & = 4. Then Z(bg) = z(QjLcRJ) so 
44) = j- ( j F(g) @(g ~-‘A) dg) df(h) = (F’ * c)(@), (7.25) 
GO GO 
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where F’(g) = F( g-‘) and * denotes convolution 
(F* T)(g)=/ F(gk ‘)d7’(h). 
CT,> 
Now (7.25) shows that 0 is a function so by the above, o~p(E,). Of 
course -1 is G,-invariant so a(. 1’) = 0, whence by Theorem 7.3, u = .? 
where s E a(p ). 
Since the Radon transform ,f +f and the operator il,, commute with the 
action of G,, we have 
F(f) = ccy/lJ). (7.26) 
Invoking the Plancherel formula (7.22) we get by (7.24) 
j s(Y)j’(Y)dY=cc(A,,f)=i‘ F(g)S”-‘(/)dg (7.27) 
P G,, 
so 
s( gK) = (F’ * 3)(g). (7.28 ) 
Since FELT was arbitrary, (7.28) proves that 
WG,,) * if? c Q( G,). 
Actually, (7.28) gives the following more precise statement since the sup- 
ports of s and 0 = s^ are directly related by Theorem 6.1: For each compact 
neighborhood C of r in G, there exists another compact C’ c G such that 
c,cc.J* C; c Ci and 
Pc(G,) * SC 5&JG,,). (7.29) 
Letting C shrink to {e) we deduce from (7.29) that 3, and hence also S, 
has compact support. This being so, (7.27) remains valid for fc 6(p), in 
particular for f = 4. Then 
j F(g) Sg-‘($) dg = j s( Y) & Y) dY = a(#) = (F’ * z)( CD). 
Go P 
Letting F approximate the delta function at {e} we deduce 
S(qo = CWJ) = -q#) 
1 
so S = C as desired. 
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COROLLARY 7.5. The dual transform 4 -+ 4 is surjective: 
&(Z”,)” =&(X0). 
In fact ~JE&(E~)+JE&(X,) is a continuous map of Frtchet spaces. By 
a standard theorem on Frechet spaces it must be surjective because the 
adjoint map TE &(X,) + ?‘E &‘(EO) is one-to-one and (by Theorem 7.4) 
has closed range. 
Remark. It is known from Gonzalez [Z] that every smooth point 
function on X, has the form 
f(Y)=j- $(Y+u.t,)du, YEX,, 
O(n) 
where rc/ is a smooth function on the space G(d, n) of all affine d-planes in 
X,. For d = IZ - 1 this was first proved by A. Hertle [ 111. Corollary 7.5 is 
a strengthening of this result (for d = dim q, n = dim p) in that only a 
certain lower dimensional family of d-planes is required. 
Correction. At the end of the proof of Theorem 6.6 in [7] a correction 
is needed. The choice F= X* should be replaced by: For F we choose a 
K-invariant polynomial such that (XT)(A -n) # 0. Since XE p(J) is trans- 
versal to the tangent space (k .ApJAmA this choice is possible. Thus both 
conditions (6) and (8) are satisfied. 
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